We first show a possible mechanism to create a new type of nuclear fusion, thermal resonance fusion, i.e. low energy nuclear fusion with thermal resonance of light nuclei or atoms, such as deuterium or tritium. The fusion of two light nuclei has to overcome the Coulomb barrier between these two nuclei to reach up to the interacting region of nuclear force. We found nuclear fusion could be realized with thermal vibrations of crystal lattice atoms coupling with light atoms at low energy by resonance to overcome this Coulomb barrier. Thermal resonances combining with tunnel effects can greatly enhance the probability of the deuterium fusion to the detectable level.
Thermonuclear fusions of light nuclei or atoms in stars in nature is well known and in hydrogen bombs as well as in laboratories, such as deuterium (D) or tritium (T), i.e. D+D or D+T, was performed experimentally and predicted theoretically early [1] .
Experimental results indicate that nickel catalyzing or adsorbing D gas can release heat more than the quantity expected [2] . It is disputed that this experimental phenomenon of heat production is a chemical process or low energy nuclear fusion process at present. This redundant heat comes from what procedure and mechanism and is worth for exploratory investigation.Actually, low energy D fusion catalyzed by nickel can be investigated and confirmed experimentally. Because D fusion must overcome Coulomb barrier between these two deuterons to reach the interacting region of nuclear force due to its interacting short-distance compared with Coulomb force, see Quantum tunnel effect fusion The other possible mechanism of low energy nuclear fusion is through the quantum tunnel effect to realize the fusion, such as D+D. But it should be a very low probability process. These two nuclear fusion mechanisms and their combination could not well interpret the phenomena of the above low energy experimental observation of heat produced [2] .
We first suggest and show a sort of possible mechanism to create a new type of nuclear fusion, thermal resonance fusion, i.e. low energy nuclear fusion with thermal resonance of light nuclei or atoms, such as D or T, through the head-on collision mechanism of the high density coupling thermal vibration and resonance of light nuclei in crystal realizes the fusion. We found nuclear fusion could be realized with thermal vibrations of crystal atoms coupling with light atoms at low energy by resonance to overcome this Coulomb barrier. 
, where φ and t are the phase and time. The total vibrating energy, E, of harmonic vibrations is E = kA 2 /2. The maximum resultant amplitude of two harmonic vibrations is A 1 + A 2 in the same direction for both the same and different ω. The quality factor or Q factor Q = 1/(2β) = √ mk/d, where β is the damping ratio, and d is the damping coefficient, defined by the equation
where V is the velocity and F d is the damping force. Then when the system resonates, i.e. is Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. So the atom mean energy in each freedom is about 0.1 eV at 1000 K for example. By quantum theory, the energy of crystal lattices is quantized and with frequency ω it is E n (ω) = (n + 1/2) ω, and with Boltzmann distribution function as a function of T , f B (T, ω) = e −n ω/(K B T ) . This means atomic vibration energy having distribution, especially the vibrations of atoms absorbed, and some atoms may have much higher energy than the rest, for example to reach up to 10 eV or higher. This indicates that there could be atoms with distributing energy high enough to cause the fusion or at least enhance the fusion probability of D+D especially coupling with the tunnel effect.
The D+D or D+T fusion is performed with nuclear force. The nucleon-nucleon interaction or nuclear force is not full clear to understand by now due to its complicacy and is dependent on relative distance, relative movement situation, relative momentum of interacting nucleons, spin, isospin, energy, density etc. There exists no derivation of the nucleon-nucleon force from first principles. So it is difficult to confirm the features of nuclear force by the existing theoretical nucleon-nucleon interactions, such as the bare nucleon-nucleon forces, microscopic effective interactions, and phenomenological effective interactions, especially under the extreme conditions at several eV low energy and near the interacting boundary of nuclear force. The main features of nuclear force are short distance and saturation character.
By the model theories supported by experiments, when two nucleons are near and interact with strong interaction, the main attractive effect comes from the s-wave, and p-wave for repulsive. For two different nucleons, obey the Pauli principle and total wave function asymmetry under the two particle exchange, the spin direction can be parallel or antiparallel, and the attractive interaction strength of parallel is even larger than the antiparallel. For two same nucleons, fermion and identical particle, only the spin antiparallel state can exist the relative movement s-state, which decreases the probability in the s-state and weakens the interaction [5] . For these the experimental evidence is deuterium, 2 H, exists and no 2 He observed in nature.
In general, if an exchange of the coordinates causes the change of the space coordinate part of wave function is symmetry there is an attractive force between the two nucleons, and if asymmetry the force is repulsive. The long distance part of nuclear force is attractive and the short part is repulsive, which is confirmed and demonstrated by experiments [5] .
For D+D the interacting situation is more complicated due to its including two nucleons.
But we can approximately consider D as a vibrating point particle when the distance of two deuterons is not in the interacting region of nuclear force. There are many vibration modes or methods to couple them together for different α and Q to produce resonance with much higher energy.
If we intend to use the new effective and suitable method, the thermal resonance fusion technology, to perform and realize the low energy nuclear fusion of two deuterons and produce the heat, we can select appropriate density, and absorbing temperature, metal, such as Ni, Pd, or Pt, or special alloy as the catalyst for the sharp peak resonance, i.e. to get larger α and Q. Then we can try to carry out the low energy nuclear fusion experimentally.
The extremely difficult challenge to fuse the deuteron pairs with resonance is experimentally to create the suitable resonance mode really to overcome the Coulomb repulsive force between deuterons to perform the fusion. The other mechanism is the thermal resonance combining with the tunnel effect to realize the fusion, see Fig. 3 . This probability is very low requirement in the D resonance energy comparing with the tunnel effect probability. But the penetrating probability decreases very sharply when the input resonance energy decreases less than 3 keV, see Fig. 3 (b) and (c). So the key point for the fusion is to increase the D resonance energy to the acceptable energy level, more than 3 keV to make the penetrating probability larger than 10 −10 , for example.
The challenges include that one has to make the low D gas density high enough to enhance the interaction probability to form the resonance deuteron pairs, create suitable catalyst and explore or detect the boundary of nuclear force in deuteron by both theory and experiment. field to investigate deeply the features of nuclear force which is now understood as a residual effect of the strong interaction force in particle physics, i.e. residual strong force, especially in the boundary region, the competitive feature between nuclear force and Coulomb force in the same region, and the contradiction between the uncertainty principle and the asymptotic freedom and where their effectively and suitably working boundary is.
Once the thermal resonance fusion, i.e. low energy nuclear fusion with thermal resonance of light nuclei or atoms, such as D or T is performed and confirmed experimentally, it can be as a new type of clean and safe energy source.
In summary, we have suggested a possible mechanism to create a new type of nuclear fusion, thermal resonance fusion, i.e. low energy nuclear fusion with thermal resonance of light nuclei or atoms, such as D or T. The fusion of two light nuclei has to overcome the Coulomb barrier between them to reach the interacting region of nuclear force. We found low energy nuclear fusion could be realized with thermal vibrations of crystal lattice atoms coupling with light atoms at low energy by resonance to overcome this Coulomb barrier. The other mechanism is the thermal resonance combining with the tunnel effect to realize the fusion. Our low energy D fusion mechanism research -thermal resonance fusion mechanism results demonstrate how these light nuclei or atoms can be fused in the crystals, such as Ni or alloy, with the sophisticated synthetic thermal vibrations and resonances at different modes and energies experimentally. But the penetrating probability decreases very sharply with input resonance energy decreasing less than 3 keV, so for thermal resonance fusion, the key point is to increase the D resonance peak, or make the resonance sharp enough to the acceptable energy level by the suitable compound catalysts, for example, more than 3 keV to make the penetrating probability larger than 10 −10 .
